Our fixations can be cleaned with a lightdamp cloth. Do not
use aggressive cleaning products and do not wash them in
the washing machine!
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Maintenance

Installation instructions

B&S Car restraint system

Lockable side release buckles
* Your car restraint system is equiped with lockable
side release buckles. Tighten lock buckles only when
absolutely necessary!
* Please try after some time if it is possible to release
some or all of the seven buckles.

extra belt to prevent ’foating’ plus
extra long belt for 7th point.

basic belt

Safety
* Use of the cars standard safety belt remains
mandatory when using the B&S Car restraint system!
* The use of the car restraint system is always at own
risk!
* We therefore strongly recommend installing the
included emergency safety belt cutter!
We declare hereby that the B&S Car restraint system conforms
with the equivalent rules of the medical product and the guideline
93/42EEG.

mounting set fixed seat
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‘standard seat’
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1. Place the basic belt over the backrest, see figure 1.
If necessary fold down the back temporarily.
The basic belt is inserted between the seat and
backrest, see figure 3. If the restraint system is used
for taller children, the basic belt is installed across
the headrest.

1. Place the basic belt over the backrest and
over the seat, see figure 4.
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3. The included ‘extra belt to prevent floating’
(D) needs to be fixed at the sit angle around the
backrest. This prevents ‘floating’ of the basic belt
above the seat, see picture 6.
NB. The seventh point is behind this belt to ‘provide
floating over the seat ’ (F) and then over/under the
seat to the valve closure at the rear of the backrest (E).
3. Fix the restraining vest to the basic belt using the
seven plastic side release buckles and adjust the
length of the straps to the measurements of
A
the child.

4. Fix the restraining vest to the basic belt
using the seven plastic side release
buckles and adjust the length of the
straps to the measurements of the child.

We wish you safe driving!
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2. The included ‘mounting set fixed seat’ is
tighten on the belts which go over the seat
(A). The connection straps (B) are placed
between the seat legs. The belts are
A
fixed at the rear site of the backrest (C).

2. Tighten the two securing belts (A). The two side
release buckles are on the rear side of the backrest,
see picture 2.

5. Finally always use the standard safety
belt for safe and legally permitted
transportation of the child in the car.

‘fixed seat’

4. Finally always use the standard safety belt for
safe and legally permitted transportation of the
child in the car.

We wish you safe driving!
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